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Abstract-A series of Vlasov-type high power microwave 
launchers were investigated with several slant-cut angles. 
Finite element analysis using parallel computation was 
performed on a cluster of workstations and compared with low- 
power measurements made on a variety of such antennas. Good 
agreement between the main features of the radiation patterns 
were observed. However, not all details were reproduced. 

Index terms-Microwave antennas, Finite element methods, 
Parallel algorithms, Distributed memory systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have been investigating the use of simple Vlasov-type 
launching structures for high-power microwave applications 
[l]. It is the eventual goal of this work to permit a high- 
powcr beam to be launched from an array of such radiators. 
Electromagnetic field information is obtained in three 
dimensions with a Finite Element (FE) model that uses the 
Engquist-Majda Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABC) [2]. 
We have previously compared this analysis to the field 
radiated by an electric dipole. Here we consider experimental 
data obtained with a variety of antenna configurations. We 
also analyzed this data using two dimensional FE analysis 
[3]. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that good qualitative 
understanding of these launcher geometries could be 
obtained in this manner, but none of details of the actual 
radiation pattcrns were reproduced. 

Only parallcl computation actually enables modeling such 
devices in three dimensions because it provides enough 
memory. That is why we have used a parallel distributed 
mcmory cornputer to model such geometries: 10 DEC 
ALPHA workstations linked with a FDDI ring and fitted 
with Parallcl Virtual Machine (PVM) software. When three 
dimensional analysis is performed, the main features and 
ncarly all of the power are properly accounted for. 

The experimental launcher configurations are first 
dcscribcd. The FE Formulation for the near field computation 
is then given. Its implementation on a distributed memory 
parallel computer is presented. Computed radiation patterns 
concerning four different slant cut angle configurations are 

finally compared to the measurements. 

11. EXPERIMENT 

A very large variety of radiator configurations with 
different slant cut angles, windows materials, flares and 
many other modifications have been studied in the laboratory 
[4]. Here we consider four choices of angles a: 30", 45", 60" 
and 90". The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1. 

Measurements were made for both horizontal and vertical 
rotation angles. For the data to be presented, 4 = 90" is the 
symmetry plane of the radiator. 

111. MODELWG 

A .  Formulation 

We are dealing with frequency domain open boundary 
electromagnetic field problems. According to Maxwell's 
equations, the magnetic field H and the electric field E 
satisfy vector wave equations. The following analysis is 
made only for the H field formulation. All the steps can be 
applied to the E field formulation as well. 

A penalty term, which makes the field divergence free, is 
added to the formulation to avoid spurious reflections [2]. 3D 
second order vector Engquist-Majda ABC are used to 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of cylindrical launcher. a is the slant cut angle. 
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truncate the 3D finite element region [2]. Outer surfaces are 
then rectangles, which saves mesh nodes for this cylindrical 
launcher geometry: 

By using the 3D FE solutions of the near field, fictitious 
electric and magnetic sources are first calculated on an 
equivalent surface surrounding the device. Plane wave 
approximations are then applied, and the far field is 

n x VxH=g,, (H)= jk, H, - j V f  H, 
2kA 

computed by surface integration [6]: 
(') H h = H A + H F  E h =  E A  + EF (3) 

Finally, the formulation for microwav; problems in terms 
Of magnetic fields is given by (2). Three types of surfaces are 
considered: external surfaces (Sext), perfect electric surfaces 
(Spec) and source surfaces (Ssour). (The notation used is 
discussed in [2].) 

with 
HF is -jwF @,)e = q(HF)+ and @F)+ = -q(HF)e 
EA = -joA T(HA)e  = -(EA)+ and q ( H A ) +  = (EAh 

(4) 

and the vector potentials are defined by: 
e-j PR e-j PR 

A = L J J n x H -  ds F = - -  E I j n x E  -ds (5) 
R 4n s R 4n s 

1 i[ ( V W xFV x H ) +  W ki p, H 

+ j W n . V . H d s -  WgABC(H)ds= I W J d s  
Ssour 

I 
Sext+Spec Sext 

This €ormulation leads to 3 complex unknowns (6 degrees 
of freedom) per node. For such problems, the mesh size is 
relatcd to the frequency of the source: 10 nodes per 
wavelength have to be used to obtain good accuracy. The 
distance between the device and outer boundary must be at 
least equal to 1 wavelength. These requirements lead to 
50000 node meshes in order to model Vlasov-type launching 
structures in three dimensions (Table I). Only parallel 
computation provides access to enough memory to compute 
these geometries. 

IV. PARALLEL ALGOEWHMS 

A. Assembling 

The program is a Single Program Multi-Data type 
(SPMD) and the FE matrix is dispatched on every processor 
to optimize memory use. The global coefficients matrix is 
assembled by degrees of freedom [7-81. This permits the 
three lines (three coordinates) corresponding to a node to be 
assembled simultaneously. Load balancing is nearly perfect 
because of the constant bandwidth of the global matrix and 
because no message passing is required. Due to this method, 
the speedup is optimal [SI. 

B.  Modeling the Source B. Introduction of boundary conditions 

The cxpcrimental antennas were driven with a source that 
produces a rclativcly clean TMol mode, so that is the only 
modc uscd as a source for the FE analysis. Such an 
cxcitation is modclcd by inserting a current sheet at a quarter 
wavelength from the bottom of the guide (fig. 2). The surface 
current density on this sheet is designed so that only the 
TMol mode is excited [5]. 

C. Far field computation 

The far field radiated is computed by an integral approach, 

Message passing is necessary to introduce the boundary 
conditions on the symmetry planes because a global 
modification of the matrix system is required. However, this 
step does not significantly affect the total CPU time. 

C. Symmetrization of the matrix system 

The introduction of both ABC and a penalty function 
results in a non-symmetric system matrix. This is 
approximately symmetrized by adding it to its transposed 
matrix. This method has shown to give good results because 
the structure of the global matrix remains symmetric, the 
non-symmetry affects only some terms on the external 
surface and the ABC terms located on the diagonal are 
dominant [9]. This operation requires message passing too, 
but, as previously, it does not reduce global parallel 
per form ance. 

D. Solve the system of eguations 

A Conjugate Gradient (CG) with diagonal preconditioning 
method (DP) has been implemented. Because this method is 

Fig. 2. Excitation of the launcher. Right: surface current density iterative, small-scale parallelism is used. The 
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preconditioning matrix is computed by inverting the 
diagonal terms of the coefficients matrix. Preconditioning is 
obtained by a vector-vector multiplication which is 
performed in parallel. No message passing is required. 

When using this type of preconditioning, a matrix-vector 
multiplication is required to compute the residual vector at 
each iteration. This multiplication is performed in parallel 
[8,10-131: each processor computes a partial residual vector 
and broadcasts it to all the others. Hence, the concatenation 
is done in SPMD mode. 

V. RESULTS 

The computations were performed on 8 processors of the 
cluster of workstations. Four configurations were analyzed. 
Table 1 shows the number of nodes, the number of first 
hexahedral elements and the number of iterations needed to 
solve the matrix system. The CPU time per processor 
required to compute the entire problem is also given. 

Following Vlasov's quasi-optical analysis, the slant-cut 
angle should correspond to the direction of propagation of 
the Th& mode propagating in the cylindrical waveguide: 
tan-' (kr/kz). Thus, the four cases considered range from a 
simple cylindrical pipe cut straight (a=90°), for which a 
variety of analytic field solutions are available, to angles that 
bracket the optimum launch angle for the frequency and 
guide dimensions used (approximately 34"). 

Fig. 3 shows the problem mesh for a 60" slant cut angle 
geometry. Fig. 4 shows the near magnetic field pattern 
gcneratcd for the case of a TMol mode in the XZ plane at the 
instant t = 0". The operating frequency is 8.6 GHz and the 
radius of the guide is 23.8 mm. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

For each of the cases depicted in fig. 5 - 8, the solid lines 
are the experimental data, while the filled circles are the 
numerically determined values. The peak experimental and 
numerical fields do indeed occur near the mode propagation 
direction for each choice of a and the bulk of the radiated 
power also falls in the same angle range. Note that the 
maximum difference between the largest and the smallest 
features of the radiation pattern occurs near the quasi-optical 
design angle. However, cutting the angle even more 
obliqucly (smaller a) produces an even larger difference and, 
thus, a tighter beam. 

TABLE I 
CPU TIME PER PROCESSOR AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR THE 

RESOLU~ON OF THE FOUR CASES WlTH THE DP. 

~ ~- 
nodes elements iterations time/processor (s) 

( ~ = 9 0 "  55575 50816 2428 37511 
0:=60" 62415 57168 2931 48474 
c~=45"  45084 40810 5487 55296 
c ~ = 3 0 "  54332 49290 6603 49290 

There are several differences between the numerical and 
experimental approaches that can account for the differences 
between the two results. First, is the assumption of perfect 
conductivity for the launcher material, as noted above. 
Second, only one mesh element is used to represent the cut 
end of the launcher in the FE analysis. Third, none of the 
mounting structures and feeds for the experimental antenna 
are included in the numerical model. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a series of Vlasov-type high power 
microwave launchers has been investigated with several 
slant-cut angles. Because of the large number of degrees of 
freedom required to model these geometries, the FE analysis 
has been performed using parallel computation. Results have 
been compared with low-power measurements made on a 
variety of such antennas. Good agreement between the main 
features of the radiation patterns was observed. However, 
several differences between the numerical and experimental 
approaches have been observed. Efforts are underway to 
address the issues cited in the previous section, but the 
overall quality of the results is sufficient for launcher design. 
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Fig. 3. Mesh of the problem (60" slant cut geometry) 

Fig. 4. Near magnetic field (60" slant cut geometry) - TMol mode - results in 
the XZ plane - instant t = 0" 
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Fig. 5. Radiation pattem from a straight-cut cylindrical launcher (a = 90') 
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Fig. 6. Radiation pattem from a 60" slant-cut cylindrical launcher 
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Fig. 7. Radiation pattem from a 45" slant-cut cylindrical launcher 
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Fig. 8. Radiation pattem from a 30" slant-cut cylindrical launcher 


